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The theory of non-harmonic series deals with the completeness and 
expansion properties of sets of functions {e*Xn*}, — oo <n< op. Ex
tending results of Paley and Wiener, Levinson has obtained a theory 
of these functions in the spaces Lp, 1 <p^2 [5, p. 113; 4, p. 48].x His 
principal result states that if 

(1) | X » - I I | g 8 (** = 0, ± 1, • - . ) 

with ô < (p — l)/2p, Xn real, then any function ƒ(#) E Z P has a Fourier 
expansion in the above functions equiconvergent with its ordinary 
Fourier series in any closed interval (—ir+e, TT —e). 

This, however, leaves open the question whether the expansion 
converges to ƒ(#) in the topology of Z>(—7r, W). This is known to be 
true for all p>\ ii\n = n [6, p. 153]. For the non-harmonic case the 
only available results concern p = 2: by refining an earlier result of 
Paley and Wiener, Duffin and Eachus [2, p. 855] obtain mean con
vergence for 5<7T~1 log 2. (This is less than the ô < l / 4 to be hoped 
for from Levinson's result.) 

In this paper we shall generalize the Duffin-Eachus result to Z>, 
p>l. Our hypothesis is, however, more stringent than (1). We re
quire that 

( °° \ x / a 2fi 

E | Xn - n |• J = « < TT"* log 2, a - T~J\ ' 
If p—>2 this becomes sup |Xw—w| <ir~l log 2, which is the result we 
are extending. 

I t is interesting to observe that (2) remains the same if we replace 
p by its conjugate p', where l/p+l/p' = l. For then \2p/(p — 2)\ 
«= 12pf/{2 —p') | . We note also that the Xn need not be real. 

THEOREM. Let {Xn} satisfy (2). Then any function j'(#)££p, p>lf 

admits a unique representation 

(3) f(x) = Lifm. E c****. 

Moreover 
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Ekl*') ^ (2 - **9-»IM|, a < ^ 2 ) , 
(4) "* 

/ « \ l / p ' 

«-(Zkl' ') ^ ll/IU 
(2 ^ £ < oo), 

w/sere \/p+\/p' — \ and 

- J J ƒ(*)!**) • 
Levinson's methods are a combination of Fourier analysis and con

tour integration. We shall revert to the original real variable methods 
of Paley and Wiener, using the fact, observed by Boas, that their 
basic completeness theorem generalizes in a simple manner to general 
Banach spaces. 

Boas' generalization, slightly amended, reads as follows [l, p. 469]. 

LEMMA 1. Let {xn}, {yn} be sequences in a Banach space B such that 
for some X, 0<X<1, and all finite sequences {an} 

(6) || X) *n(*» - yn)\\ â X|| Z) <M*||-

Then if {xn} is a base, so is {yn}* If xÇ~B has the expansion^™ cnyn, 
then 

(7) M ^ f. <f Cn%n 
1 

1 - X ' 

LEMMA 2 [3, p. 202]. Iff(x)€zLp (—ir, w) and {cn} are its Fourier 
coefficients, then 

(Skl'')1"'^!/!!, ( i < ^ 2 ) , 

( oo \l/p' 

EM'') ^ ll/IU 

(2 £ p < oo). 

We remind the reader of our definition (5) of 

LEMMA 3 [3, p. 144]. Iff(x) EL9 then 

\r =2 / \\8 (0 < r g *). 

To prove our theorem we shall apply Lemma 1 with xa=einx, 
yn=eiKx, B=L" (with modified norm (5)). (6) then becomes 

(8) || £ «.(e*- - e*»*)||„ â X|| E «M4"!! *• 
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We denote the right-hand side by i?, the left-hand by L. Then we wish 
to show L^R for a value of X, 0<X<1. 

Z,= ]C^na:E ki 

Hence 

(9) 

J2anÇK - n)hé 

Case (i). 1 <pS2. Then by Lemma 3 

£ ^ Z —-1| Z ^ ( ^ - n)hein*\\2 

(10) 

*<p'-2)/2i>' 

^ (Zl «-l'O1"' Ê ^ ( ÊI X. - «I""»'-») 

Also by Lemma 2 

(iî) *àx(EMp')1/p'. 
Now write 6 = G£ïm |XM —n| *p'y(p'-i>)<p'-»/«p'. By (10) and (11), (8) is 
satisfied if 

e*a - 1 < 1, 5 < TT"1 log 2. 

But this is precisely our hypothesis (2). 
Then the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied, (3) follows immedi

ately, (4) is a consequence of (7) and the first part of Lemma 2. 
Case (ii). 2 ^p < oo. We have by Lemma 2 and (9) 

^ E ^ ( Z K | 2 ) 1 / 2 ( Z | Xn ~ »|*.«P^<l-P'9<i-pW. 

Also by Lemma 3 
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From here on the argument is analogous to that of Case (i). 
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